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The Colourless Tiger

Look at the pictures and answer the questions given below.

1. Where are the tigers in the pictures?

2. Which of them do you think may be happy? Why?

Listen to the narration read by your teacher and answer the

questions below.

1. Why are the children excited?

2. What is the special attraction of the zoo? Why?

3.  How would you feel if you were put in a cage?
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The Colourless Tiger

Once upon a time, there was a colourless tiger. All his shades were

greys, blacks and whites. So much so, that he seemed like something out of

an old black and white movie. His lack of colour had made him very famous.

People who saw him exclaimed ‘How strange the tiger is!’ The world’s

greatest painters came to the zoo to try to put on some colour on him.

None of them could do it. Oh, the colours would always just drip down

off his skin!

Then came Van Cough the crazy painter. He was a strange guy who

travelled all about, happily painting with his brush. He never used any real

paint, canvas or paper. He painted the air. That’s why they called him Van

Cough (after the name of the great painter ‘Van Gogh’)

He entered the tiger’s cage and began whispering something in the animal’s

ear. He also moved his dry brush up and down the tiger’s body. And to

A. Reading
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everyone’s surprise, the tiger’s skin started to take on colour. The tiger’s

skin took very bright colours. Van Cough spent a long time whispering to

the animal, and making some changes to his painting. The result was truly

beautiful.

Everyone who was watching said, “What a beautiful tiger it has

become now!” They wanted to know what the painter’s secret was. He

explained to them that his brush was good only for painting real life. To do

that he needed no colours. He had managed to paint the tiger using a sentence

which he kept on whispering in its ear:

“In just a few days you will be free again, you shall see.”

The zoo officials understood how sad the tiger had been in the zoo.

Now the tiger seemed joyful at the thought of freedom. They took him to a

forest and set him free. The happy tiger thought, “I would never again lose

my colour.”
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Comprehension

shades (n) : colours

drip down (v.phr) : fall off

crazy  (adj) : unusual

whispering (v) : speaking in a very low voice

officials (n) : persons responsible for an office (here; the

zoo)

I. Answer the following questions.

1. Why was the tiger famous?

2. Do you think Van Cough was really a crazy painter? Why?

3. What did Van Cough do while painting the tiger?

4. Why did the zoo officials leave the tiger in a forest?

5. Do you think the tiger would lose its colour again? Why?

II. Read the following sentences. Correct the false statements and

write them in your note book.

1. The colourless tiger seemed like something out of a black and white

movie.

2. The world’s greatest painters could put some colour on the colourless

tiger.

3. Van Cough painted happily using real paint and canvas.

4. Van Cough brought colour to the tiger using the idea of freedom.

5. The zoo officials understood that the tiger had been happy in the

zoo.

Glossary
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Grammar

I. Read the following sentences from the story.

‘Then came Van Cough, the crazy painter. He was a strange guy who

travelled all about.’

Observe the phrases ‘crazy painter’ and ‘strange guy’. The word ‘crazy’

describes the noun ‘painter’ and the word ‘strange’ describes the noun

‘guy’. These describing words are called adjectives.

Pick out some more adjectives from the story and write them below.

_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

II. Read the paragraph given below. Replace the underlined adjectives

with any other suitable adjective you like.

It was June 4, a day before The World Environment Day. Rashid was ready

for the painting competition at school. He is very good at drawing. He

drew the picture of a thick forest with naughty monkeys, big elephants,

long-necked giraffes and royal tigers. There were beautiful peacocks, scary

crocodiles, white cranes, green parrots and majestic lions too.

I. Look at the following sentences taken from the text.

1. How strange the tiger is!

2. Oh, the colours would always just drip down off his skin!

3. What a beautiful tiger it has become now!

The above sentences express sudden emotions like surprise,

disappointment, and wonder. These sentences end with an exclamation

mark (!). Such sentences are called Exclamatory Sentences.

Vocabulary
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Read the following paragraph and pick out the exclamatory

sentences and write them in the given blanks with an exclamatory

mark (!)

Last summer, I went to Hyderabad with my family. What a big city

it was. We visited many places there. How busy the roads were.

There were many vendors going here and there and selling things.

The most wonderful place we visited was the Charminar. “Wow,

how beautiful the Charminar is” I said to myself. Finally, we

returned home with a lot of memories.

1. ____________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________

II. What would you say in the following situations?

1. You meet / see a very tall boy more than 8 feet high.

2. You open the door and see your friend after a very long time.

3. You open your bag and find it empty.

4. You won one lakh rupees in a T.V show.

5. Your school team won the match.
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Writing

I.  Describe the picture given here.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

II. Krishna went to the zoo with his parents. There he saw a tiger in a cage.

It seemed to be sad.

If the tiger could talk, what

would it say?

What would Krishna ask

the tiger?

Why do you think the tiger

is sad?

Where would the tiger like

to go?

Write the possible

conversation between the tiger and  Krishna?

Tiger :  .……..………………………………………………………..

Krishna :  .……..………………………………………………………..

Tiger :  .……..………………………………………………………..

Krishna :  .……..………………………………………………………..
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Comprehension

I. Answer the following questions.

1. How many speakers do you think are there in the poem? Who are

they?

2. According to the tiger,what would happen if it dies?

3. What is the tiger’s request to people?

His Last Message

This is odd and so it would seem

The tiger spoke to me in my dream.

“Tonight I’ll prophesy,

That if I die,

The forest will die.

If forests die,

The death of the planet isn’t

far.

So please see to it I don’t end

up

In the Skin Market,

In the Bone Bazaar.

- Keki N Daruwalla

B. Reading
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